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SAP Data Lake and Analytics on AWS
Unlock the value of your  
SAP-centric data in just 6 weeks 

Overview 
Inawisdom and Lemongrass have joined forces to harness the value of data held in 
your SAP-centric estate, in just 6 weeks. This solution offering brings together two of 
the leading specialist partners within the AWS Premier Partner ecosystem.  

With joint expertise in SAP, Data Analytics, Data Science, AI and Machine Learning, this 
offering will rapidly provide you with the answers to how you can reduce cost,  
improve business vizualisation and drive business insights into your enterprise, by 
better leveraging the data you already hold.

The Data Challenge 
Many organizations have valuable business information locked away in SAP, often 
supplemented by other systems holding parallel data sources for areas of detail.  
Turning this mix of SAP, non-SAP or other 3rd party data into business information can 
be a time consuming and expensive task, prone to human error. 

Meanwhile, the digital world has raised the bar for all companies – with consumers 
expecting services tuned to their needs – and companies looking for agile systems 
that can keep up with these demands. They want to be able to exploit the data they 
collect immediately to make it work for them, driving the insight, visualizations and 
intelligence to run the best organization possible.

Our Offering
This joint offering from Lemongrass and Inawisdom allows SAP-centric 
businesses to go beyond just SAP reporting.  Discover how bringing SAP and 
non-SAP data together into a common, cost effective and 100% cloud native 
data lake deployed in AWS can unlock its true business value.    

We provide a rapid Proof of Value (POV) to extract, transform and visualize the data 
related to a selected use case of your choice to enable you to realize the benefits of a 
data lake with advanced analytics.  

As part of your 6 week engagement, both partners leverage their accelerator 
tools to take the complexity out of data extraction and transformation.  

We rapidly provision an Enterprise grade, production capable AWS Landing Zone 
then configure the AWS services required to meet your required data lake use case.  

Once the data is ingested and data lake established, data discovery begins. We 
run best in class analytics to create intelligent dashboards and visualizations 
that demonstrate the value in your data and then finally showcase a path for    
successful productionisation for long-term benefit.   



About Inawisdom
Inawisdom was founded in 2016 and is a leader in  

Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML). 
They are specialists in advanced analytics, BI/MI and 

Data Science, providing full-stack Amazon Web Services 
(AWS) Cloud and Data Services. The company has 

proven success working with global organizations of all 
sizes across UK and EMEA.  Inawisdom is an AWS 

Premier Consulting Partner, a Machine Learning Global 
Launch Competency Partner and also holds further 

competencies in DevOps and Financial Services.  

About Lemongrass: 
Lemongrass Consulting, with operations in all global 

geographies, was established in 2008 as a specialist SAP 
technology consultancy. Lemongrass specializes in the 
implementation, migration, operation, innovation and 
automation of SAP on AWS. The company is an AWS 
Partner Network Premier Consulting Partner, an AWS 

accredited Managed Service Provider and was the 
second company globally to achieve the AWS SAP 

Competency status. Lemongrass also holds 
competencies in Migration, Well-Architected, Solution 

Provider, Public Sector, and Immersion Days.  
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Deliverable Benefits 
Accelerated Data Discovery: 
Quickly identify business trends from multiple 
data sources, SAP and non SAP, to improve  
business performance  

Business Operation Visualisation:  
Extract Key Performance Indicators from a single 
source of truth produced from disparate source  
data platforms  

Extend the Corporate Memory: 
An affordable strategic platform to hold longer term 
SAP data trends with broader data sets and flexible 
data aging policies 

Cost Effective Tools and Approaches:  
Raw data is stored in cheapest form in a 100% cloud 
native platform with near infinite compute power 
brought online to process it only when you need to 

Automated Data Excellence: 
Reliable, repeatable, scalable, secure and cost-
effective, data storage.  Access to it secured by 
agreed policies 

Broaden the Data User Base: 
Business friendly data field names and descriptions 
captured in data catalogue unlocks the information 
for basic as well as advanced data enquiries 

   Its time to unlock the value in your data 

 Get in touch today 

 info@inawisdom.com | info@lemongrassconsulting.com 




